
Welcome to J Studio !   

We hope this Look Book helps guide and inspire you as you search for  
unique custom upholstered pieces.

At J Studio we believe a sofa is one of the most important purchases 
you will make. Since living at home often centers on the sofa, we want 

to make sure that it suits your client’s personal needs. 

Every client is unique and our custom sofas and chairs can be customized 
to be  as individual as you are. 

We look forward to making your clients dreams come true!





MAKE IT YOUR OWN

We encourage you - the Design Professional - to stamp 
each piece you purchase with your own design aesthetic 
so you can offer your clients quality furniture that is 

custom, well built, and completely unique. 



“You can tell a lot about a person’s character from his 
choice of sofa. Sofas constitute a realm inviolate unto 

themselves.
This, however, is something that only those who have 
grown up sitting on good sofas will appreciate. It’s like 
growing up reading good books or listening to good 
music. One good sofa breeds another good sofa; one 
bad sofa breeds another bad sofa. That’s how it goes.       

- Haruki Murakami
”



J STUDIO COLLECTIONS

The CLASSIC Collection

The PLATINUM Collection

Our Classic Jane by Jane Lockhart collection which 
is availble at retail, but we encourage our Design 
Professionals to adapt and edit these pieces as much 
as you like to creat a perfect designer piece for your 

clients.

Some best sellers made by Gresham House and available 
to the Design Professional via J Studio.   Multiple leg 
options and detailing choices.    Tried tested and true 

styling to suit any design concept





THE CLASSIC COLLECTION
All these pieces are customizable and ready to be 
styled to your needs.  The Design team at Jane by 
Jane Lockhart has carefully created these pieces to 
be comfortable, stylish and attainable. We invite you 
to “Make It Your Own!”



CLASSIC COLLECTION FINISHES

Extra Dark Walnut Red Mahoga Natural

oak Mission Oak Dark Walnut

White Dark Oak Dark Cherry

Ebony

WOOD FINISH



Crystal Nickel Steel Pewter

NAILHEADS

Brass French Natural Old Bronze Antique Brass

CLASSIC COLLECTION FINISHES





THE ARTHUR

This unique, fun, modern and oh so 
cosy sofa is entirely customizable. As 
with all pieces in the Stellar collection 
each frame will be custom made. 
Follow our specs. for guidance but 
this fabulous fellow can be made in 
any configuration you wish.  Because 
of its low-slung tuxedo back and 
arms Arthur can be manufactured 
as a bumper sectional—the no 
commitment sectional for those 
who move a lot! 





THE BARRY

Barry’s elegant form with gently 
sloping side arms is perfect for 
any room where conversation and 
comfort are imperative. It’s perfect 
for rooms that need to feel fresh 
and open.  With its refined shape and 
lovely curves the Barry is still wide 
open to translation and can easily be 
customized with fabric and contrast 
piping to make it truly unique.





THE CALI

Extra deep and extra cosy, the 
Cali, with its feather seat is the 
stuff dreams are made of. Both 
contemporary and classic with its 
gently curved arms and subtle nail 
head detail, the Cali can also be 
made as a chair and half. Imagine 
curling up with a throw and a good 
book it’s the  perfect bedroom 
chair, especially with the matching 
footstool.





An incredible statement piece, 
Carson is a real show stopper. If 
you’re looking for something unique 
and loaded with style, this is the 
sofa for you. With slightly rounded 
arms for comfort and flare and a 
deep, diamond-tufted back Carson 
screams couture. Pencil legs give it 
a modern update and distinguish it 
from other more traditional versions 
in the market place.

THE CARSON



THE CHARLIE

The Charlie chair is the perfect chair. 
It’s both stylish and super-comfy 
making it the ideal chair for the family 
room, living room and media room. 
Because our designers love the 
Charlie so much we decided to make 
it with a swivel base option. Wide 
enough to curl up in comfortably, 
the options also include feather 
or standard fill back cushion and 
contrasting fabrics.



THE CLARK

Don’t let Clark’s elegant formal style 
fool you! With a higher back, full 
arm and an ample seat, it’s ideal 
for lingering in the living room with 
guests, catching a movie in the 
family room or meeting a client in 
a sophisticated home office. With 
its strong classic form, Clark looks 
equally fabulous in patterned or 
boldly coloured fabrics. With its 
fitted back, Clark always looks 
tidy making it a no-hassle and no-
maintenance style.





THE DEAN

Need a simple chair that can fit 
anywhere, be moved easily and 
looks great when paired with other 
pieces? Dean is for you! Featuring 
a fixed-cushion seat with fitted 
tufted back, its slim armless frame, 
raised bottom profile and tapered 
legs makes it light and airy. Change 
its personality instantly with your 
favourite fabric. This chameleon 
chair will play well with others no 
matter where your use it! 





THE EASTWOOD

Introducing the Eastwood sectional, 
an addition to the Eastwood sofa 
and love seat.  Both styles have 
been tremendously popular upon 
their introduction four years ago. 
With well-proportioned arms and 
back pillows, this sectional will fit in 
a more contemporary or traditional 
space depending on the fabric 
you select. This is one of the most 
versatile styles sure to last a lifetime. 





THE FIONA

Fiona is one of our bestsellers! With 
her gently curved front, straight back 
with interesting nail head design, 
she is a real stunner. Available as 
a sofa or a love seat, imagine two 
Fiona’s facing one another with 
a round ottoman in the middle. 
This configuration creates a show-
stopping living room with plenty of 
seating for your envious guests.





THE GRANGER

With its fitted seat and tufted back, 
Granger is full of style! It’s a very 
comfortable sofa thanks to the 
special bench-seat construction. 
With no loose back or seat cushions, 
its tidy appearance makes it a 
great choice for anyone who has a 
contemporary space and wants to 
keep it neat and sharp.





THE HARLOW

Look out ugly, puffy sectionals, 
here comes the sleek and elegant 
Harlow to show you how it’s done! 
This beauty is designed to sit nicely 
into a corner or float within a room. 
With its tidy square back, top rail 
detail, tufted back and single bench 
cushions, the Harlow is a classic! It’s 
comfortable without being sloppy 
and shows us what a sectional can 
be!





THE HEMINGWAY

As the name Hemingway suggests, 
this time-honoured sofa is based 
on an enduring style from history. 
Reminiscent of the English roll 
arm, this full-size sofa has two full 
seat and back cushions making it 
truly comfortable. Low and softly 
rounded arms make it great for 
both comfort and conversation. Its 
unique legs update this piece and 
give it new character.  





THE JACKSON

Available as a chair, love seat or 
sofa, the Jackson is sophisticated yet 
simple in its clean lines and tight back. 
This is the perfect piece for those 
who love a touch of urban style with 
out compromising comfort or form. 
Add polished nail heads to a darker 
fabric choice for a more rock-and-roll 
look or keep it soft by selecting it in 
pale neutrals. The Jackson can do it 
all, just tap into your imagination to 
see the possibilities!



THE JAY

This new addition to the line is a 
modern adaption of high-backed 
chairs reminiscent of mid century 
modern design. Jay is a cool chair 
with great lines that will amp up the 
design cred to any room. Flared arms 
make it welcoming and the tapered 
back keeps it well proportioned.  



THE JEFFREY

With its masculine shape and square 
lines, Jeffery features well-tailored 
arms and a carefully tapered back 
profile. Don’t be fooled – this chair is 
comfortable! Its fitted back and full 
seat cushions offer excellent support 
whether used as the “TV chair” or 
for entertaining. Its substantial look 
can handle large rooms and other 
big pieces of furniture around it. 



THE JET

Sophisticated yet simple with its 
clean lines and tight back, this is 
the perfect piece for those who 
love a touch of urban style. Don’t 
worry about pillows falling all over 
after lounging Jet will stay neat no 
matter what you put it through. Add 
polished nail heads to a darker fabric 
choice for a more rock-and-roll look 
or keep it soft by selecting it in pale 
neutrals. 



THE JORDAN

Without a doubt, the Jordan is the 
most comfortable sectional available 
for lounging on a lazy Sunday 
afternoon. Its bench cushions 
provide excellent seating capacity 
for entertaining or stretching out. 
The Jordan is a modern comfortable 
cosy sectional with the feel of a loft 
sofa but the scale to fit in any condo.





THE JUNIOR

It’s a swivel that’s sexy and super-
stylish! Junior is well scaled for both 
men and women with the perfect 
arm height for lounging. Junior can 
sit between a kitchen and family 
room or in front of windows without 
blocking the view. It’s also available 
without swivel.





THE NOVA

Our biggest and best selling 
sectional, the Nova is the obvious 
choice for a basement or an airy loft. 
The Nova can be configured to be as 
big as you need it to be. The whole 
family can snuggle up in feather 
wrapped comfort for a night of 
movies.





THE ROBERT

If you’re looking for a well-scaled, 
chic and sophisticated sofa, look no 
further than the Robert sofa. With 
three loose, low profile back pillows 
and curved sides, Robert is elegant 
and stylish. Consider Robert for a 
living room, family room or even a 
master bedroom retreat!



THE ROONEY

Beautifully tailored, Rooney is so 
elegant that it will always be a 
classic, regardless of the evolution 
of style. Its contemporary take on 
the traditional wing chair makes it a 
chic and classic addition for today’s 
home. Decorative nail heads outline 
the unique architectural shape of 
the slim, tapered wings. 



THE SUZANNA

Suzanna has great lines offering a 
full arm and supportive back, it’s like 
this chair ‘hugs’ you when you sit in 
it! Details include a decorative toss 
pillow and nail heads that follow the 
lines of the chair. Shown in slate-
blue microfiber, Suzanna is just as 
comfortable in a family room as it 
is in a living room or basement. It’s 
probably our most versatile chair no 
matter what it’s covered in!



THE BERNIE

A large, uber-comfortable chair, 
Bernie is designed for lounging! 
It’s the must-have chair that’s 
perfect for the great room or living 
room, wherever friends and family 
hang out.  Its universal design has 
stood the test of time making it an 
excellent investment in comfort and 
style for years to come.



THE DAPHNE

This elegant chair sits wonderfully in 
a living room, office, guest bedroom 
or master bedroom. Its seat depth 
is ideal for tall individuals while the 
style easily permits the addition of a 
toss pillow for a little extra support. 
Shown in a tight patterned fabric, 
the Daphne is such an easy chair to 
love you’ll want to use it in more 
than one space.



THE DILLER

Our little swivel! This gem, the Diller 
can fit into any space but leave some 
room for your legs so you can spin, 
spin, and spin!  Its lovely rounded 
back and interesting arms makes this 
the perfect chair for a small space. 
It’s also available with legs.



THE ELIZABETH

Inspired by our best seller, the 
Eastwood, this sister sofa is extra 
deep and comes standard with 
longer seat and back cushions for 
a more modern look. People love 
the wide arms, which at 5” are the 
perfect width for resting with your 
book while taking a nap.





THE HOLDER

Holder is a perfect example of form 
meeting function! Its high-backed 
style and full-arm design make it a 
perfect choice for watching TV or 
gaming. Its sleek modern shape is 
softened with subtle curves and the 
low-profile pillow tops lend a touch 
of elegance. High back cushions 
offer excellent support for your 
neck, shoulders and back for hours 
of comfort and enjoyment.





THE JANICE

Available as a chair, love seat or sofa, 
the Janice is sophisticated yet simple 
in its clean lines and tight back. This 
is the perfect piece for those who 
love a touch of urban style with out 
compromising comfort or form. 
With the fitted back, don’t worry 
about pillows falling all over after 
lounging, as Janice will stay neat no 
matter what you put it through. 





THE JERRY

This sofa collection is a must-have 
for those who love clean lines and 
comfort. Jerry has well defined, 
rectangular tufted-back pillows 
with smooth seat cushions. It’s 
modern and   comes in multiple 
configurations, great for urban 
styling. 





THE SUTHERLAND

Sutherland is truly a unique 
sofa, designed for those with 
discriminating taste and attention 
to detail. Shown here with contrast 
piping in pale gray layered on a slate 
blue microfiber body, it features a 
full bench cushion for a clean look 
and unique square button-tufted 
cushions. This sofa is as comfortable 
to sit on, as it is stunning to look at. 
The Sutherland is a statement piece 
for any room in your home.



a. b.

c. d.



a. THE CHAPLIN e. THE JENNA BENCH

b. THE DAVIS f. THE JEREMY

c. THE GRANGER g. THE JESSICA

d. THE HARLOW h. THE JILL

e. f.

h.g.





THE PLATINUM COLLECTION
Exceptional workmanship and quality is reflected in fine 
details like pattern matching fabric. You can choose 
everything from sizing to finishes and, of course, fabric.  



Ebony Light Ebony Medium Ebony Dark

Chestnut Light Chestnut Medium Chestnut Dark

Espresso Light Espresso Medium Espresso Dark

Fruitwood Cherry Clear

Black White

WOOD FINISH

PLATINUM SERIES FINISHES



NAILHEADS

Pewter

Chrome Brushed Chrome

Pearl Grey Natural French Natural

Brass with Black Brass

LEG OPTIONS

Bun Leg
2” h

Wedge Leg
2.5” h x 9” l/w

Straight Leg
2.5” h x 6” l/w

Straight Leg
4.5” h x 6” l/w

PLATINUM SERIES FINISHES



LEG OPTIONS

Wedge Leg
2.5” h x 5” l

Wedge Leg
5” h

Wedge Leg
6” h

Wedge Leg
2.75” h

Wedge Leg
4.5” h

Wedge Leg
5” h

Wedge Leg
4” h

Turned Leg
5” h

Turned Leg
5” h

Turned Leg
6.25” h

Turned Leg
8” h

Metal Leg
3” h

PLATINUM SERIES FINISHES



LEG OPTIONS

Metal Leg
4” h x 5.5” l/w

Metal Leg
2.5” h x 8” l/w

Metal Leg
6.5” h

Metal Leg
5” h

Tapered Leg
6” h

Tapered Leg
4.5” h

Tapered Leg with Ferrule
6.25” h

Tapered Leg with Ferrule
4.75” h

Back Leg
3.5” h

Back Leg
4.5” h

Back Leg
3.5” h

Turned Leg with Castor
5.75” h

PLATINUM SERIES FINISHES



LEG OPTIONS

Turned Leg with Castor
6.75” h

Turned Leg with Castor
10” h

Tapered Leg with Castor
7.5” h

Tapered Leg with Castor
6” h

Tapered Leg with Castor
7.75” h

Tapered Leg with Castor
6.25” h

PLATINUM SERIES FINISHES





THE ACADIA

A stately armchair with excellent 
detail, the Acadia can be used at 
the head of a dining table or as an 
occasional chair in an elegant living 
room. With a clean wood base and 
low arms it is both contemporary 
and comfortable at the same time. 
Inset piping detail on the fitted back 
gives the illusion of a pillowed back, 
but allows it to keep its form even 
with high use.



THE CAMROSE

A super cute swivel, Camrose offers a 
relaxed waterfall skirted chair with a 
diamond tufted back. The sweeping 
arm is long and low for maximum 
comfort and the fitted back keeps 
the chair tidy. A waterfall skirt allows 
this chair to be an excellent addition 
to a shabby chic look without the 
hassle of slip covers. 



THE CLOONEY

A classic club style created for 
elegant lounging in sophisticated 
rooms designed for family and 
entertaining. The gentle curves of 
its profile add a graceful form to any 
space.



THE GRANVILLE

An absolutely stunning occasional 
side chair. The Granville is the peak of 
furniture perfection when it comes 
to design and frame engineering. 
This tailored chair is always neat and 
tidy but it’s rounded top and curved 
back lend softness to a structured 
shape. The square back cut out is a 
graphic elegant that lightens this 
chair and juxtaposes its otherwise 
soft lines.



THE HEATH

A clever style with tapered arms 
and full seat. An excellent choice for 
clean, contemporary rooms or small 
spaces where style and comfort 
matters.



THE HELEN

Just like the Ancient Greek beauty 
she was named for, this chair could 
also launch a thousand ships. Helen 
looks best in a beautifully pattern-
matched fabric and with its uniquely 
placed nail heads. This chair will add 
elegance, comfort and beauty to 
your living room or bedroom.





The Jasper seamlessly bridges that 
space between modern styling and 
classic shapes. Our quintessential 
piece when it comes to comfort and 
class, Jasper comes in multiple sizes 
and two depths to sink into. As with 
all Platinum pieces you can upgrade 
this piece to be entirely down-filled 
for the crème de la creme of comfort 
and luxury.

THE JASPER





THE MANCHESTER

The perfect shape and scale for 
ultimate comfort, the Manchester 
works no matter where it’s placed. 
An ideal form in traditional or 
modern spaces, you just have to 
change the fabric to customize the 
look.





THE RICHMOND

The perfect shape and scale for 
ultimate comfort no matter where 
this is placed. Ideal in traditional or 
modern spaces… just change the 
fabric to customize the look.





THE ROBSON

A refined style designed with a 
finished wood base to ground it, 
the Robson features a crisp overall 
shape, which is ideal for more formal 
gatherings. The demi-arm style 
allows for ease of conversation and 
the extra wide seat cushions are so 
inviting.



THE YORK



THE KINGSTON
Ottomans in the Platinum Collection 
can be customized to your 
specifications for size and styling. 
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HEADBOARDS

All head boards are custom made and 
therefore 100 percent customizable.
Fully upholstered bed rails are also 
available. If you would like to provide 
J Studio with a drawing we would be 
happy to provide a custom quote.





FIND US ON...
www.jstudiofurniture.com

@jstudiofurniture

@jstudiofurniture

@jstudi0


